
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Really Easy Wroxton Date: 06.03.15 Venue: Wroxton House Hotel
TD's: Peter Jordan, Dawn Mertens

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 24 Yes 11 No 0

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 16 Probably 16 Unlikely 2 Not 1

Reasons for would not: Standard of event too weak x 1

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
32 Venue 0
30 Playing conditions 4
28 Schedule 3
32 Competition format 1
29 Directors/Organisation 4
34 Catering/refreshments 0
29 Pre-congress service 3

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 4 Earlier finish 5 Longer intervals 1

Later start 0 Later finish 2 Shorter intervals 1

Total Returns 35
Number of attendees 39

Comments
A lovely weekend x3
Stuffy and noisy in playing room x3
Would like to have a Next Step weekend x2
Would like to see the other contracts on the bridgemates as well as the percentages x2
In hindsight it would have been better to take the afternoon off on Saturday - it was x2
a bit too much bridge
A well organised event x2
A bit more variety of hands needed, no 2C or 2NT hands or any slams x1
Felt that the play was too slow and relaxed x1
Would prefer to play all day and have evening free x1
Played West all weekend and rarely picked up a good hand - very frustrating x1
Would have liked more prepared practise hands (as in the lesson) x1
Found the sessions too long x1
Lesson would be improved by using powerpoint x1
Sandwich lunch should have included fruit or cake x1
Would prefer a winners medal or certificate (a keepsake) rather than wine x1
Don't think that the teachers should help players win prizes x1
The dates are not always correct on the website and in the magazine x1
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